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Introduction 

The following lines are intended for people who live or 
work in poor communities and who want to make a 
difference. It is intended to present a few simple, practical 
guidelines for potential social farming entrepreneurs, 
through a few essential steps before launching the social 
business. It is meant to be a useful tool both for people 
who already have business ideas and a contoured 
direction of action, and for those who seek inspiration, who 
are not yet clear whether social farming is the best solution 
for them. Ensuring access for people to vocational, work-
training, entrepreneurship, and independent life programs 
is one of the main goals of the National Strategy “For a 
Society Without Barriers for People with Disabilities” [15]. 

This is particularly important for Romania’s economic 
context in recent years, including the unemployment 
numbers and rates [13] (Figures 1 and 2).  

 

Results 

When considering becoming a social farmer, a farmer 

(designated in the following by “he”, though female 

farmers can also become social farmers) should mind the 

following four stages  

1. Exploring Possibilities 

2. Asking Himself If Social Farming Is for Him 

3. Taking It Further 

4. Delivering Social Farmingtellus, non ultrices dolor 

dapibus quis. Vestibulum diam diam, ultricies in placerat 

ac, bibendum non neque 
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Conclusion 

Cooperative farms and communities, institutional service providers (day / 

occupational services, mental health services, prison services, etc.), private 

specialized or mixed family farms, social holdings offering educational, 

occupational, or training services for disadvantaged people (particularly 

those including or focusing on people with special needs), and voluntary 

sector providers (privately and religious support organisations and services 

that usually target specific groups of individuals with health conditions (e.g. 

autism, people with Down’s Syndrome, etc.) should involve in Social 

Farming for at least three reasons: for both economic and social benefits of 

the farming family (helping typically excluded people to become more 

included, making a difference in their lives, and seeing what effects Social 

Farming can have on the people who have come to their social farm); for 

the mental, physical, and social benefits of the clients; and for the benefits 

of the wider community. 
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